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pyranoanthocyanin-flavanols; and the more recently discovered vinylpyranoanthocyanins, e.g., the bluish (at acidic pH) vinylpyranoanthocyanin-flavanol portisin ( Figure 1 ). [5] [6] [7] [8] Most of these pigments are synthesized during wine storage and ageing. They have extended π-conjugated systems, in which the flavylium cation form is stabilized, which therefore exhibit visible colors (red to orange hue). [9] [10] The other process that stabilizes the flavylium cation form at wine pH is the formation of non-covalent complexes. As a π-conjugated moiety, anthocyanidin has long been considered as a candidate for copigmentation, favoring π-stacking. [11] [12] [13] [14] The flavylium cations of anthocyanin and pyranoanthocyanin derivatives associate with various copigments to different degrees (mainly with flavonols, flavan-3-ols and phenolic acids, see Figure 1 ). [15] [16] In red wine, copigmentation shifts the color bathochromically toward purple and shows a hyperchromic effect, which can be conveniently followed by UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy. Metal ions may also participate in such copigmentation association.
A full understanding of the wine chemistry and supramolecular arrangements (mainly related to copigmentation) responsible for the final pigmentation is of particular interest for wine makers. Because of its complexity, experimental quantification of wine phenolic composition together with related physicochemical properties is still challenging. 1, [17] [18] In the near future, molecular modeling might enhance our understanding of the physical-chemical properties of such complex systems. Over the last few decades, molecular dynamics (MD) and quantum chemistry (QC) techniques have significantly developed and appear suitable for evaluating conformational, stacking, chemical and optical features of wine polyphenols.
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The present article intends to provide a comprehensive and insightful review of techniques for calculating wine pigment properties, showing the most advanced developments in the field. After a brief review of the early calculations of wine pigments with semi-empirical methods (section 2), we discuss the use of (time-dependent) density functional theory ((TD demonstrates how molecular orbital (MO) analysis allows a detailed insight into the pigmentation process. Proper accounting for the environment, mainly solvent effects, is a critical challenge in molecular modeling. Section 6.1 discusses the use of implicit solvents via the polarizable continuum model (PCM) for predicting wine pigmentation, where it is stressed that refinements must be carefully considered for an accurate description of excited states (ES). Section 6.2 proposes new refinements based on QM/MM with a fully self-consistent polarizable embedding (PE) scheme and a series of calculations for anthocyanin and noncovalent anthocyanin-flavonol prototypes newly performed for the current work. Finally, the conclusion (section 7) proposes comprehensive guidelines for the accurate prediction of light absorption by wine pigments and all related supramolecular processes.
Early history of wine pigment calculations
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In 1965, G. V. Boyd and N. Singer 19 reported Hückel molecular orbital (HMO) calculations for 65 pyrylium salts correlating the calculated state energies (∆m) * and experimental absorption maxima energies. The authors pointed out that the HMO assumption of coplanar systems might be problematic and stressed the need for parameterization to properly account for π-conjugation in these systems. In a later study, they emphasized problems of theoretical methods for dealing with the flavylium series, even when including configuration interaction within the newly developed semi-empirical schemes, like the Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP)
technique.
20
In the 1990s, with the emergence of more powerful semi-empirical techniques that could be handled by the steadily improving computational power, a few studies focused on the chemical and optical properties of anthocyanidins, in which e.g. the coplanarity was again under debate † , 24, 25 highlighting that even in the presence of OH groups in the B-ring, the conjugation between the B-and C-rings remains too small with the semi-empirical AM1 method. Despite this incorrect description of π-conjugation, AM1 succeeded in rationalizing some structure-property relationships, such as i) OH substitution in the B-ring, which induces absorption at longer wavelength (red shift), and ii) inductive substitution effects, which increase the effective π-conjugation between the B-and C-rings. [25] [26] With the rise in (TD)-DFT methods at the end of the 1990s, which provide a reasonable description of π-conjugation in medium-sized systems (vide infra) and can nowadays be performed at low computational costs, the pioneering use of semi-empirical methods have lost its general importance, except the INDO method as parameterized by Zerner for spectroscopic M A N U S C R I P T
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applications (ZINDO). 27 This method, now often based on DFT-optimized geometries, remains popular due to its size consistency with increasing conjugation length [28] [29] and ability to handle large molecular clusters.
Calculation of molecular properties
The last decade has highlighted the capacity of DFT (mainly with hybrid functionals) to predict various properties of polyphenols, including antioxidant action, 30 
Geometrical issues
Already discussed from semi-empirical calculations (vide supra), the planarity of anthocyanins has been the subject of intense discussions. 22, 48, 49, 50, 51 An accurate QC methodology was required as the comparison to X-ray analyses is rather limited since crystal packing may induce severe constraints that do not exist in solution. To sum up and conclude from all theoretical studies, anthocyanidins are planar systems but the B-ring can almost freely rotate, giving rise to a broad distribution of conformers under ambient conditions. The presence of bulky chemical groups, such sugar moieties in anthocyanins (e.g., at C3, see Figure 1 ), can twist the B-ring and constrain the free torsion. Within the DFT framework, both the functional and basis set have to be carefully chosen to accurately describe π-conjugation, mainly when aiming not only at conformation analysis but also at a further * One of the most important issues in DFT is careful choice of the functional according to the molecular system and physical property under study. The use of hybrid functionals (i.e., B3LYP or B3P86) is currently the preferred way to achieve a decent compromise between accuracy and computational cost. The way is which the HF-(or exact-like) exchange is adequately combined with an exchange density functional compensates for the underestimation by the former of the strength of conjugation; the use of a pure density functional is thus no longer recommended. Finally, solvent effects must be taken into account, e.g., by using polarizable continuum models (PCM). Even if it is somewhat challenging to reach accuracy, accounting for solvent effects in the calculation is mandatory, especially when dealing with charged species, such as AH + . This issue will be detailed in section 6.
pKa and stabilizing relative energies
Another important theoretical issue in wine chemistry is the rationalization of the acid-base equilibria of anthocyanins, which requires a good theoretical description of both neutral and (various) charged states. To calculate the thermodynamics accurately, hybrid functionals are recommended, 34 whereas pure DFT functionals systematically fail.
Using a classical thermodynamic scheme, pKa were calculated from standard free energies with the mPWP1PW91 functional (including PCM) for different flavylium salts, with a reasonable agreement between experimental and theoretical data. 52 The pKas of flavylium salts were also reasonably predicted based on QSPR (quantitative structure-property relationships) and molecular and topological descriptors. 53 Whereas experiments provide macroscopic values, quantum calculations may provide microscopic values (i.e. for polyphenols stabilizing Gibbs energies can be evaluated for all OH groups). The relative abundance of each tautomer is therefore evaluated based on trustable (DFT-based) relative Gibbs energies. Figure 2 ) but a slight deviation from the ideal regression (slope of 0.88 rather than 1). [45] [46] Within the wine pigment family, TD-DFT calculations allowed accurate assignment of λ MAX to the S 0 → S 1 transition, with a major contribution of the HOMO → LUMO electronic excitation (commonly > 70%). The entire spectra of flavonoid derivatives are also well reproduced within this method, i.e., energies and peak intensities (related to oscillator strength) over the entire UV/Vis range. experimental maximum absorption wavelength for a series of ca. forty different flavonoids.
Spectroscopic features
Anthocyanins and the flavylium cation -A significant underestimation of λ MAX (higher than 0.2 eV, i.e., 40 nm at 500 nm) has been systematically observed for anthocyanidin derivatives (flavylium cation form) with hybrid functionals. 45 As a consequence, if the anthocyanidins are removed from the regression calculated in Figure 2 , the correlation coefficient (R 2 = 0.8) becomes slightly lower than the overall coefficient (R 2 = 0.9, see Figure   2 ), but the slope is close to 1 and the intercept to 0. The double-zeta basis set 6-31G(d) once again appears limited, thus larger basis sets are recommended.
An interesting comparison has been made between semi-empirical ZINDO//AM1 and
PCM-TD-DFT//DFT.
52 Whereas ZINDO provided a rather good description of λ MAX for the flavylium cation, it severely failed at describing the quinonoidal conjugated bases. The latter M A N U S C R I P T
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13 might be partly related to the use of AM1 for geometry optimization, which has been shown to cause serious problems with π-conjugated systems (vide supra).
Pyranoanthocyanins -Further ZINDO calculations based on DFT(B3LYP/6-31G(d))
geometries were performed to rationalize the color changes of vinylpyranoanthocyaninphenolic pigments ( Figure 1 ) upon cooling, *,55 based on temperature-dependent deviation from planarity 56 that is associated with a loss of π-conjugation and decrease of λ MAX .
More recently, conductor-like (C)PCM-TD-PBE0/SV(P) calculations were performed on a series of pyranoanthocyanins. 57 TD-DFT yielded rather good agreement with experimental
λ MAX values for all flavylium cations. Stabilizing intramolecular hydrogen bonds, mainly with the sugar moiety, were described, highlighting problems associated with replacing the sugar moiety by a methoxy substituent in the calculations, as these inter-and intramolecular weak interactions may influence not only the conformation but also the optical properties. † The CT character of the HOMO → LUMO electronic transition was adequately described. Although, a qualitative understanding of the optical properties could be drawn by TD-DFT, the method failed to quantify in detail the differences between the various pyranoanthocyanins due to rather subtle substituent effects.
To sum up the spectroscopic part, TD-DFT methods using hybrid functionals give a reasonably good description of the optical properties of wine pigments; again, large basis sets tend to improve the results. It should be stressed that standard hybrid functionals only perform well for medium sized π-conjugated systems, 28 a group that wine pigments (accidentally) fall into. For longer π-conjugated systems, offset-corrected TD-DFT has been proposed. 29, [58] [59] [60] * In the study, the sugar group at C3 was replaced by a methyl group, an approximation that usually holds as long as no bulky steric interactions or hydrogen bonding are operative. † The reader must be aware that using PCM instead of explicit water molecules, intramolecular hydrogen bonding could be overestimated. This issue is discussed farther in section 6.
Copigmentation
Investigation of copigmentation and subsequent spectral modifications with respect to the corresponding free pigments is computationally challenging as the association of (co)pigments is mainly driven by non-covalent interactions, primarily π-stacking, assisted especially by (multiple) OH-substitution and the resulting electron distribution (Figure 3 ). The only experimental way to obtain geometrical information regarding supramolecular arrangements in non-covalent copigmentation complexes in solution is by using NOESY-NMR. Aggregation of flavylium cations with chalcones has been shown to be a multiaggregation process, confirming the importance of a complete exploration of the conformational space in solution. 63 NOESY-NMR data have provided evidence of theaflavin self-association and theaflavin-caffeine complexation. 64 The π−π and hydrogen bond intermolecular interactions were favored by a spatial arrangement in which the electron deficient tropolone ring lies directly over the electron-rich catechol ring.
From a theoretical point of view, MD simulations have been carried out to investigate association complexes of the oenin pigment ( Figure 1 ) with epicatechin, epigallocatechin, oenin-(O)-C and the procyanidin B3, 65 showing that the complexes were stabilized by dispersive interactions, hydrogen bonding (due to the numerous OH groups in the glucose and phenolic moieties) and hydrophobic effects (release of water molecule from the interfragment space). When performed on a sufficient time scale, MD simulations allow random sampling of the conformational space of the copigmentation association process at the classical level of theory. However, if "sufficient" time is not possible, other enhanced sampling techniques (e.g., simulated annealing) must be applied, which should be carried out carefully to avoid over-stabilization in deep local minima. When NMR-NOESY data are available, the use of restrained simulated annealing may be particularly relevant as performed in Ref 64 .
Evaluation of the conformational features of copigmentation complexes at the QC level is much more time consuming. Moreover, the inadequate description of dispersive forces that has been observed within the DFT formalism, due to its local nature, was only solved recently. Three main formalisms have been developed and tested over the past decade:
DFT-NL, also commonly named vdW-DF, which intrinsically includes dispersion with a non-M A N U S C R I P T
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16 local kernel; ii) some of the most highly parameterized methods (e.g., M06-2X), which in some cases exhibit a noisy potential energy surface (as observed for phenolic copigmentation); 47 47 ) CP has been increasingly reported to overestimate BSSE. Therefore, The use of a large basis set (minimum QZVP for DFT calculations and CBS for post-HF methods) remains the best way to avoid BSSE. [67] [68] To obtain a realistic evaluation of association energies, it is mandatory to account for all possible geometries. Therefore, if the pigment-copigment molecular system is too complex for a systemic investigation of the conformational space at the QM level, a combined MDfollowed-by-QM approach can be used (see section 6).
Optical properties and charge transfer excited states
The spectral features of the copigmentation complexes (pigment and copigment, covalently or non-covalently linked) may be significantly changed with respect to the free pigment. * In most of cases, copigmentation induces bathochromic shifts. As an example, such bathochromic shifts (by 25 nm, corresponding to red-to-purple hue evolution) observed for two anthocyano-ellagitannin hybrid pigments at wine pH compared to the corresponding anthocyanin and anthocyanidin derivatives could not be rationalized based on ZINDO//AM1 and TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations. 72 Even though the spectral effect was clearly due to the intramolecular interactions between pigment and copigment, this level of calculations failed at properly describing the complexity of the observed optical behavior, partially attributed to CT in these complexes. With semi-empirical methods or inadequate DFT functionals, the ES description is erroneous when CT plays a significant role. Post-HF methods may circumvent this drawback but have expensive computational costs and do not * The spectroscopic changes induced by the association of two identical chromophores (or structurally similar chromophores, e.g., anthocyanins and flavonols) are usually calculated within the (quantum-chemically modified) Kasha model. [69] [70] Here, H-and J-type aggregations enable classification of the observed shifts and relative oscillator strengths of the resulting transitions. If the directional CT character is considerable (strong MO offset between donor and acceptor), the Kasha model ceases to work and the shifts are essentially dependent on the composition and ordering of the resulting frontier MOs.
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18 allow calculation of solvation effects. Based on PBE0/TZVP geometries, the second-order approximate coupled cluster (CC) approach CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ has been successfully applied to evaluate CT in isoflavonoid fluorescence, including microsolvation. 73 Here, daidzein was microsolvated with different numbers of water molecules but always one per OH group.
Microsolvation may partially account for explicit intermolecular hydrogen bonding, however even the first solvation shell may include up to six water molecules per OH groups. 74 QM/MM procedures appear more adequate (see section 6.2).
The well known overpolarization issue that makes many DFT exchange-correlation (XC) functionals inadequate for treating CT states can also be overcome within the DFT formalism by using the recently developed RSH functionals, including the correct asymptotic behavior at long distance when charge separation applies, such as CAM-B3LYP or the family of ωB97 methods. [75] [76] [77] Based on B3P86-D2(s 6 =0.78)/cc-pVDZ geometries, we recently used the ωB97X-D functional to evaluate the spectral shift observed from 3-OMe-cyanidin to the 3-OMe-cyanidin:quercetin copigmentation complex. 47 The bathochromic shift of λ MAX was accurately predicted (ca. 20 nm). This accurate description of the ES allowed an accurate description of the MO diagram. The bathochromic shift was rationalized in terms of a new S 0 → S 1 transition with strong CT character. This excitation was mainly attributed to the HOMO → LUMO electronic transition, both MOs being borrowed from the copigment (quercetin) and pigment (3-OMe-cyanidin flavylium cation), respectively. Tests against experimental data available for this copigmentation prototype (3-OMe-cyanidin:quercetin complex) validated the SS-PCM-TD-ωB97X-D//cc-pVDZ//COSMO-B3P86-D2(s 6 =0.78)/cc-pVDZ scheme and opened up prospects for the rationalization and prediction of spectral shifts occurring for wine pigments within the copigmentation process.
Based on this methodology, intramolecular copigmentation effects were also explained for malvidin 3-O-glucoside p-coumaroyl ester and malvidin 3-O-glucoside caffeoyl ester,
19 for the copigmentation process between catechin-(4→8)-oenin (the pigment) and three copigments (two epimeric vinylcatechin dimers and one catechin dimer). 79 
Molecular orbital analysis
More than just providing spectral values (λ MAX and spectral shifts), QC calculations provide a comprehensive MO description, allowing a deeper understanding of the light absorption process. For wine pigments, the maximum absorption wavelength, assigned to S 0 → S 1 ), is mainly described by the HOMO → LUMO electronic transition (ca. 60-70 %) but other π → π* electronic transitions may contribute to describe the ESs. Moreover, the higher energy bands (assigned to S 2 , S 3 …) are often complex, requiring configuration interaction with several electronic transition contributions. 
Taking environmental conditions into account
Taking solvent effects into account is crucial, particularly when dealing with charged species like the flavylium cations and studying molecular systems in which CT plays a role. Solvent effects also participate in band broadening, which influences the observed spectroscopic features.
From the gas phase to SS-PCM via conventional PCM
Many different implicit solvent models have been developed based on different formalisms (e.g., multipole expansion (MPE), apparent surface charge (ASC) or generalized Born (GB) methods). The most commonly used are COSMO 80 and PCMs, 81 mainly IEFPCM and (C)PCM (see previous sections). Interestingly, the inclusion of bulk solvation effects, through the (C)PCM model, lowers the absorption maxima and slightly intensifies the transition strengths, giving better agreement with experimental λ MAX . 57 
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The combination of continuum models with ES calculation methods has become very challenging over the past years. Due to the success of TD-DFT in allowing a very competitive accuracy/computational ratio, the application of PCM together with TD-DFT has attracted particular attention. The effective Hamiltonian is defined in a static way, whereas the electronic vertical transition is a dynamical problem. Therefore, the conventional application of PCM within TD-DFT calculations ignores the time dependence of solvent relaxation.
Different approaches have been developed to overcome this weakness. 81 They may be divided into two families, 82 namely state-specific (SS) and linear-response (LR) methods.
For the 3-OMe-cyanidin:quercetin copigmentation prototype, (SS-PCM)-TD-ωB97XD/ccpVDZ//(COSMO)-B3P86-D2(s 6 =0.78)/cc-pVDZ predicts a bathochromic shift of 22.9 nm. This is consistent with the bathochromic shift of the cyanidin:quercetin copigmentation complex obtained experimentally (11.7 nm). 66 The use of conventional PCM seemed to give better agreement with experiment. However, the shift was probably slightly underestimated under the experimental conditions as complete complexation is rarely reached. 83 This suggests that the trend obtained with SS-PCM is in better agreement with most experimental observations, confirming the expected improvement.
Further developments: toward explicit solvent description
Implicit models suffer from a fundamental problem in that they only describe the solvent as an electrostatically interacting system with the solute, thus neglecting specific solute-solvent interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, halogen bonding or π-stacking. In wine chemistry, these interactions may drastically influence the global behavior as the many OH groups of flavonoid derivatives may interact with protic solvents (e.g., water and alcohol) through relatively strong hydrogen bonding interactions. One successful approach is to explicitly describe solvent molecules by a QM/MM approach using a fully self-consistent polarizable M A N U S C R I P T
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embedding (PE) scheme. [84] [85] The idea is to average solvent effects by taking several snapshots along a MD trajectory performed with an explicit solvent and at room temperature so as mimic realistic conditions. The snapshot selection must be as representative as possible of the whole MD simulation. 86 PE-QM/MM calculations are carried out on each snapshot, in which solute molecules are described at the QM level of theory and solvent molecules are described by MM polarizable charges (Figure 5a ). UV/Vis absorption properties can easily be calculated from TD-DFT for the QM region, where the GS density is calculated by including self-consistent polarizable solvent effects from the MM region. In water, phenolic wine pigments and copigments are expected to strongly interact with the solvent through intermolecular hydrogen bonding due to the high number of OH groups.
Conformational features from MD simulations
Therefore, intermolecular solute-solvent hydrogen bonding appears strong enough to decrease the occurrence of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds, like in quercetin. Namely, the 3-OH---O4, 3'-OH---O4' and 4'-OH---O3' hydrogen bonds exhibited low distributions (28.9 %, 1.5% and 10.9%, respectively, see Table 1 ). The 5-OH---O4 intramolecular hydrogen bond of quercetin is strong enough to occur 98.6% of the MD simulation time. No significant intermolecular hydrogen bonding was observed between the two partners of the quercetin:3-OMe-cyanidin copigmentation complex, again in agreement with the previous QM evaluation. 47 In other words, the MD simulation confirms our previous findings that quercetin:3-OMe-cyanidin copigmentation is mainly driven by dispersive interactions. 
Conclusion: guidelines
The molecular and electronic description of wine pigments has benefitted from recent and constantly evolving molecular modeling methods, in particular within the DFT framework.
However, non-specialists might easily get lost in the forest of different functionals and their specific applicability. We would therefore like to finish the current overview by providing some practical and accurate guidelines on how to use molecular modeling for non-specialists, e.g., in food academic labs and industries.
* The vibrational broadening should be recalculated by appropriate methodologies. 3-The conformational prediction of copigmentation complexes must be achieved by using DFT functionals that include dispersive terms (within the DFT-D and DFT-NL formalisms).
Non-corrected functionals fail at finding stable copigmentation complexes. When the copigmentation systems exhibit too many degrees of freedom, a preliminary MD simulation is mandatory. However, this must be carefully performed to ensure sufficiently robust sampling of the conformational space, e.g., by using simulated annealing procedures, to obtain all possible supramolecular arrangements.
* Depending on the software used, working habits and speedup algorithms, one can use the Pople, Dunning or Ahlrichs type basis sets; other types of basis sets are available in different codes, but the three mentioned are the most widely used.
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26 4-To accurately assess the optical properties, i.e., spectral shifts in copigmentation complex with respect to the isolated pigments, CT must be comprehensively and accurately described, which can be obtained at a reasonable computational time with RSH functionals, such as CAM-B3LYP or ωB97X-D. This is a critical issue, as the use of non-adequate functionals would fail to describe CT, therefore completely missing the copigmentation effect (e.g., bathochromic shifts). 6-All further developments should be carefully considered. In particular, new QM/MM developments allow a complete description of intermolecular interaction with protic solvents, which may play a crucial role in wine pigmentation.
Computational details
MD Simulations -Force field parameters for quercetin and 3-OMe-cyanidin ( Figure 1) were derived from B3P86/6-31+G(d,p) calculations. Partial atomic charges were assigned using the Antechamber and RESP programs after single point calculations with HF/6-31G* using Gaussian09. 87 Two MD simulations were performed for either stand-alone 3-OMe-cyanidin or quercetin:3-OMe-cyanidin copigmentation complexes in water, with one chloride counterion in both cases to reach a neutral system and avoid Ewald summation issues during the M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D 
PE-QM/MM calculations of UV/Vis properties -TD-DFT calculations were carried out
with the Coulomb attenuated B3LYP (CAM-B3LYP) functional known to accurately predict ES-CT. The aug-cc-pVDZ basis set was used in all calculations for the QM region. The MM region included all water molecules within a radius of 1 nm, which has been shown to be sufficient for describing solvent effects. 86 The MM Ahlström's potential (including atomic charges and polarizabilities) 89 was used for all water molecules, whereas chloride counterions were defined as non-polarizable -1 point charges. All PE-QM/MM calculations were carried out using the DALTON package. interactions at a reasonable computational cost, making the full approach competitive enough to be successfully applied within the field. CT is also a challenging issue in theoretical chemistry, which can be assessed using range-separated hybrid (RSH) functionals (e.g., ωB97X and CAM-B3LYP) that (mathematically) split the particle-particle interaction operator into short-and long-range interactions.
Scheme 1 summarizes the hierarchy of this wide array of methods.
Scheme 1:
Hierarchy of quantum methods to deal with π-conjugated systems and non-covalent interactions (H-bonding and π-stacking).
Mixed methodologies may also be used, i.e., optimizing at a certain level of theory and calculating electronic energies of ground state (GS) or excited state (ES) at a higher level of theory. The corresponding standard notation is method1//method2, in which methods 1 and 2 are used for energy and optimization, respectively e.g., MP2/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d).
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